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Summary 
Studies of the structural basis of protein thermostability have produced a confusing 
picture. Small sets of proteins have been analyzed from a variety of thermophilic species, 
suggesting different structural features as responsible for protein thermostability. Taking 
advantage of the recent advances in structural genomics, we have compiled a relatively 
large protein structure dataset, that was also very carefully and selectively constructed; 
that is, the dataset contains only experimentally determined structures of proteins from 
one specific organism, the hyperthermophilic bacterium Thermotoga maritima, and those 
of close homologs from mesophilic bacteria. In contrast to the conclusions of previous 
studies, our analyses show that oligomerization order, hydrogen bonds, and secondary 
structure play minor roles in adaptation to hyperthermophily in bacteria. On the other 
hand, the data exhibit very significant increases in the density of salt bridges and in 
compactness for proteins from T. maritima. The latter effect can be measured by contact 
order or solvent accessibility, and in addition network analysis shows a specific increase 
in highly connected residues in this thermophile. These features account for changes in 
96% of the protein pairs studied. Our results provide a clear picture of protein 
thermostability in one species, and a framework for future studies of thermal adaptation. 
 
Keywords: thermostability, salt bridges, accessible surface area, evolution, network 
analysis 
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Introduction 
What makes proteins from hyperthermophilic organisms stable and functional at 
temperatures higher than 80ºC 1, whereas most proteins are denatured at much lower 
temperatures? Studies of proteins from thermophiles and hyperthermophiles have not 
provided a clear answer, but rather an array of hypotheses 2; 3. Yet, understanding the 
molecular basis of stability in thermophiles is necessary both to our fundamental 
understanding of protein structure and to prospects of engineering more thermostable 
proteins 4. Applications of such engineering concern such diverse industries as household 
cleaning, textile washing, paper bleaching, fruit juice clarification or the digestibility of 
chicken food 5. 
 The most common approach for investigating the structural basis of protein 
thermostability has been the in-depth study of specific protein families. This type of 
analysis provides essential insight into specific mechanisms, but it is always difficult to 
judge how general the conclusions are. For example, different studies have highlighted 
the importance of salt bridges, solvent accessibility, hydrogen bonds, or dimerization 
surfaces, respectively. Availability of multiple genomes of thermophilic organisms 
allows a large-scale analysis of protein sequences, with the statistically significant 
identification of the most important features. Thus, the analysis of all predicted proteins 
from 71 genomes has shown that the most discriminating factor between the proteins 
from the mesophilic and thermophilic groups is the difference in charged–polar amino-
acids (the “CvP bias”) 6; 7. Unfortunately, the potential impact of such analyses on our 
understanding of the structural aspects of thermostability is limited by our poor 
knowledge of the relationship between protein sequence and structure. Several studies 
tried to analyze the structures of thermostable proteins, but these studies were limited due 
to the use of either a small sample size 8; 9, or of comparative predicted and experimental 
structures to increase the sample size 10; 11; 12. One large study compared 127 homologous 
PDB structures of thermophiles (defined as having a growth temperature above 65ºC) and 
mesophiles, but the study focused only on charged surface residues 13. 
 It is common in such statistical studies that proteins from different thermophilic 
and mesophilic species, and even different domains of life, be bundled in the analysis. 
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Since most thermophiles are archea, and most mesophiles are bacteria and eukaryotes, the 
comparisons are typically made between mostly archeal thermophiles, on the one hand, 
and a mix of eukaryotic and bacterial mesophiles, on the other. As a result, it is difficult 
to distinguish between features related to thermostability and those related to specific 
kingdoms of life. 
 In this study, we take advantage of the recent increase in structural data from 
Thermotoga maritima, a hyperthermophilic bacterium with an optimum growth 
temperature of 80ºC. A structural genomics effort on T. maritima 14, and related work in 
other Protein Structure Initiative centers, have contributed many of these structures, and 
made T. maritima one of the organisms with the best structural coverage of its genome. 
After removing structures from paralogous T. maritima genes, as well as those without a 
close homolog in a mesophilic bacteria, we have a dataset of 94 pairs of protein 
structures. This dataset has enabled us to characterize in detail the features that 
distinguish T. maritima proteins from their mesophilic homologs. 
 
Results 
Homology relations and structural comparison 
The 94 pairs of structures in our dataset sample 9% of the gene families (excluding 
orphans) defined for the Thermotoga maritima genome in Hogenom 15, a database of 
gene families from complete genome sequences. Half of the protein structures from T. 
maritima analyzed were obtained in a targeted structural genomic effort 14. 
 We separated protein pairs according to their evolutionary relationship, first 
focusing on orthologs, which diverge by speciation, and usually perform the same 
function in both species. Thus, differences between them should be due mostly to 
differences between the species compared, i.e. here the T. maritima adaptation to 
thermophilic life style. Paralogs, on the other hand, diverge by gene duplication, and 
often differ in function, which in turn may impact the evolution of their structures. 
Despite this difference in relationship, for all structural features studied here, the 
variation is consistent between the two types of homologous pairs (Table 1). In particular, 
for all features with significant variation among homologs, the variation among paralogs 
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is consistent with that variation found among orthologs, but exhibits greater average 
amplitude. This observation indicates that paralogs have diverged more than orthologs, 
but the increased divergence did not disturb the overall trend of the structural adaptation 
to high temperature. The increase in divergence between paralogs can be seen in the level 
of structural difference between homologous structures: the average root mean square 
distance (rmsd) is 2.05 Å between orthologs and 2.13 Å between paralogs. This 
interesting result supports the often made, but to our knowledge never verified in a large-
scale analysis, statement about larger structural divergence of paralogs vs. orthologs. 
 On the other hand, very divergent paralogous pairs, detected not by BLAST but 
only by fold recognition (FFAS) 16, do not follow these statistical trends (data not shown). 
In this case, it is most probable that major changes in function are dominant over any 
trends associated with thermostability. 
 
Pairwise comparison of T. maritima proteins vs. their mesophilic homologs 
Many structural features were discussed in literature as possibly connected with protein 
thermostability. The list of features we tested is presented, with exact definitions and 
procedures for their calculations, in the Material and Methods section. Numerical values 
of all the structural features considered in this work were calculated for all protein chains 
in the dataset and compared by a pairwise t-test over homologous pairs. The results are 
presented in Table 1 and will be discussed in the following sections of the manuscript. 
All the features were chosen because of reasonable expectations that they would change 
in relation to thermostability, based on previously published analyses. Since in all cases 
the variation in paralogous pairs is consistent with that in orthologous pairs, the most 
representative results appear to be those of the combined dataset, which represents the 
largest quantity of data (last column of Table 1). 
 Although there have been reports of higher-order quaternary structure in 
thermophiles 17, this is the one feature which shows no directionality between T. maritima 
and mesophiles. All other features show some measure of change in the direction 
expected if thermostable proteins are more compact and have more bonds. Because of 
test repetition, however, not all of these changes can be considered statistically 
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significant. At the other extreme, there are five features for which differences between T. 
maritima and mesophiles are highly significant (results in bold in Table 1). 
Consistent with the expectation that T. maritima proteins are more stable 18; 19; 20, 
one of the most significant differences with proteins from mesophiles is lower empirical 
estimates of stabilization energy 21; 22. Although all components of the energy (burial, 
local and contact energy) are lower in T. maritima on average (not shown), the difference 
is especially strong for contact potential (mean difference = -0.022, p < 10-4). Empirical 
energy functions, similar to those used here, have been used to estimate quality of protein 
models 23; 24, stability of point mutations 25 and to design protein sequences for artificial 
proteins 26, but only recently were used to design thermostable mutations 27. An 
interesting observation is that, while there is significantly lower empirical stabilization 
energy in T. maritima for pairs of homologous proteins, there is also a large overlap 
between the T. maritima and mesophilic distributions. Thus a quarter of our protein 
sample from mesophilic bacteria have lower empirical stabilization energy than the 
median for the proteins from T. maritima, although the latter are presumably all more 
thermostable. This may indicate that the empirical estimate of energy difference between 
homologs (i.e. very similar structures) is more accurate than the estimate of absolute 
value of the stabilization energy, a common situation for estimation of physical 
quantities. 
 Another highly significant difference between T. maritima and mesophiles is the 
number of salt bridges relative to protein length, as often suggested in literature 2; 13; 18; 19; 
28; 29. Consistent with the hypothesis of Suhre and Claverie 7 concerning the role of 
charged residues, a change in CvP bias (0.063 in mesophiles vs. 0.14 in T. maritima, p < 
10-4) is positively correlated to the enrichment in salt bridges (Figure 1A), although this 
explains only 7% of the variance. While cation-π interactions were previously suggested 
to play an important role in thermostability 11, the difference between T. maritima and 
mesophiles appears only marginally significant (Table 1). There is also a marginally 
significant correlation between enrichment in salt bridges and in cation-π interactions in 
T. maritima proteins (Figure 1B). Both salt bridges and cation-π interactions are 
electrostatic interactions which stabilize protein structure, especially at high temperature 
30. Taken together, these observations suggest that cation-π interactions may play a role in 
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stabilizing T. maritima proteins, although they seem to be of lesser importance than salt 
bridges. Together, both types of electrostatic interactions form an average of 13.1 bonds 
per T. maritima protein chain, compared to 10.8 per chain in homologs from mesophiles. 
 
Compactness, an important but complex feature 
The other features which differ very significantly between T. maritima and mesophiles 
are all related to protein compactness. From considerations on an earlier (and smaller) 
dataset, we reported recently one measure of more compact proteins in T. maritima 31, 
higher contact order, which has been shown to be related to folding rate 32. This effect is 
even stronger on a larger dataset, and in addition we observe that thermophilic proteins 
also have significantly lower relative accessible surface area, thus are less accessible to 
the solvent, which happens to be very hot water.  
 As structure compactness is a complex notion, we have endeavored to 
characterize this difference further. For this, we have used a newly developed method of 
protein structure analysis, where a structure is described as a network of interacting nodes 
(see Methods) 33; 34 (Alibés and Godzik in preparation). Network analysis is an established 
framework suitable for dissecting large sets of interacting data to obtain both global and 
local properties. A tool with long traditions in engineering, it recently become popular in 
the analysis of biologically related data 35, even though most analyses have concentrated 
on networks of protein interactions 36, metabolic networks 37, or networks of domain 
connections 38. The main network properties usually analyzed are the average 
connectivity, k, which is the average number of links per node; the mean geodesic 
(shortest) distance between node pairs, L; and the clustering coefficient, C, which is the 
average ratio between the number of links among neighbors of a node and the maximum 
possible number of such links. Intuitively, more compact networks should be 
characterized by higher connectivity, lower mean distance between nodes, and higher 
clustering coefficient. On a global level, all network properties investigated are indeed 
consistent with T. maritima proteins being more compact, with significant differences in 
connectivity (Table 1) and in clustering coefficient C (0.299 vs. 0.288, p = .0005). For 
example, despite extremely similar structures, the more compact HAM1 homolog from T. 
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maritima has visibly more connections in its network representation than the ortholog 
from E. coli (Figure 2). We have also evaluated the number of all 3- and 4-node 
subgraphs. The number of such subgraphs per node is higher in T. maritima than in 
mesophilic homologs for each subgraph (not shown); this finding points again to higher 
compactness of T. maritima proteins. 
 The difference of average connectivity in the network between homologs could be 
achieved by at least three different mechanisms: an evenly distributed increase in 
connectivity over all residues; a decrease in the number of residues with few connections; 
or an increase in the number of highly connected residues. The comparison of 
connectivity distribution in T. maritima proteins and their mesophilic homologs (Figure 
3) shows that it is the latter mechanism that is responsible for the difference we observe: 
there is a clear increase in highly connected residues (7-10 neighbors per node). 
 There are other characteristics of T. maritima proteins whose variation is of 
marginal significance, but are also indicative of the manner in which compactness is 
achieved (Table 1). T. maritima proteins are thus shorter on average than proteins from 
mesophiles, and have a lower proportion of sites in disorganized regions of the structure 
(i.e. neither helices nor sheets). Variation in these two features is surprisingly not 
correlated: the length difference is not simply due to the loss of disorganized regions. 
They are each correlated to variation in other features, such as accessible surface area or 
contact order (not shown). The slight increase in hydrogen bond density also observed 
appears to be mostly due to the loss of disorganized regions (r = -0.72, p < 10-4), and thus 
it appears improbable that an enrichment in hydrogen bonds play an important role in 
thermostability per se, as previously suggested 39. 
 
Relation between compactness, electrostatic interactions, and quaternary structure 
Overall, there are five features of proteins whose variation can be related to an increase in 
protein compactness, and which are correlated to each other to some degree (i.e. Figure 
1C): contact order, accessible surface area, connectivity, protein length, and proportion of 
disorganized regions. There also appears to be a relation between the variation in some of 
these features and the evolution of quaternary structure. Proteins with the same 
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quaternary structure in T. maritima and the mesophile on average do not change 
accessible surface area (diff = -0.014, p = .41), while the average decrease seen on the 
whole set is due to the proteins whose quaternary structure does vary between species 
(diff = –0.077, p = .0002). While the decrease in accessible surface area is correlated to 
the increase in connectivity over all proteins (Figure 1C), it is correlated to the increase in 
contact order only for these proteins of variable quaternary structure (Figure 1D). 
Similarly, the increase in contact order and in connectivity are correlated for proteins of 
variable quaternary structure (r = 0.36, p = .028), but not for those of constant quaternary 
structure (r = 0.016, p = .92). These observations do not depend on how the quaternary 
structure changes: proteins that form larger or smaller complexes in T. maritima behave 
in the same manner. Thus despite the lack of directional change in quaternary structure 
between T. maritima and mesophiles, such change does play an important role in the 
evolution of thermostability. It should be noted that the increase in either connectivity or 
contact order is independent of quaternary structure variation. 
 There is no correlation at all between variation in any of the features describing 
compactness, and any of the features describing electrostatic interaction. Yet a behavior 
mirroring somewhat that of accessible surface area is observed for salt bridge variation: 
the increase is strongest for proteins with conserved quaternary structure (diff = 0.013, p 
= .0004), for which there is also a good correlation with variation in cation-π interactions 
(r = 0.31, p = .040). Whereas for proteins with variable quaternary structure the increase 
in salt bridge density is less important (diff = 0.0077, p = .015), and not correlated with 
variation in cation-π interactions (r = 0.17, p = .28). 
 A consequence of the independent variation of features related to compactness or 
electrostatic interactions is that only three T. maritima proteins out of 94 are neither more 
compact by some measure, nor have more electrostatic interactions. Interestingly, all 
features compared vary independently of the variation in empirical stabilization energy, 
and the three proteins without any apparent increase in compactness nor electrostatic 
interactions all have lower empirical energy in T. maritima. These proteins are a 33 kDa 
chaperonin (PDB: 1vq0), a transcriptional regulator of the CrP family (PDB: 1o51), and a 
zinc-containing alcohol dehydrogenase (PDB: 1vj0). There is no obvious connection 
between these proteins, which may be stabilized by mechanisms which still escape us. 
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T. maritima is representative of thermophiles 
Although proteins from thermophilic organisms are often compared to those from 
mesophilic organisms under the a priori assumption that observed differences are due to 
thermostability 40, this assumption is far from obvious. To verify it, we compared T. 
maritima proteins to homologs from other thermophiles (Table 2). There appears to be 
little difference. Thus the differences that we observe with mesophiles (Table 1) are very 
likely due to adaptation to high temperature in T. maritima and not to any specific T. 
maritima features. If anything, homologs from other thermophiles carry the same trends 
as T. maritima further. This might arise because several have even higher growth 
temperatures, but data is insufficient to test correlations with exact growth temperatures. 
 There are 22 T. maritima proteins for which we have homologous structures both 
from a mesophile and another thermophile. For all of the features considered is there is 
no correlation between the other-thermophile - mesophile difference, and the T. maritima 
- mesophile difference (not shown), which suggests that different thermostability 
strategies are used in different species for homologous proteins. To verify this, we looked 
into eight protein families for which structures are available from at least two other 
thermophiles, in addition to a mesophilic bacteria and T. maritima. In only one case, 
ornithine carbamoyltransferase (T. maritima PDB: 1vlv), are all trends consistent in the 
two other thermophiles sampled, although both are archeal and one is a paralog (PDB: 
1a1s and 1ml4). In all other families, homologs from different species follow different 
strategies. For example, the T. maritima cell division protein FtsY (PDB: 1vma) is more 
compact than its ortholog from E. coli (PDB: 1fts) (accessible surface area difference = -
0.79; contact order difference = 0.010), but has only slightly more salt bridges (difference 
= 0.0036). Yet homologs from four other species, including an ortholog from the bacteria 
Thermus aquaticus (PDB: 1okk), are all strongly enriched in salt bridges (difference = 
0.0069 to 0.036), but less compact than the E. coli protein. Different features can thus 
contribute to thermostability not only in different proteins, but also in different species. 
 Thus for each protein, mechanisms of thermostability may be different between 
species, or between paralogs, but the average behavior of proteins is similar in different 
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thermophiles, of which T. maritima is representative: more electrostatic interactions, 
more compact. 
 
Discussion 
Although studies of individual proteins have yielded confusing results concerning the 
general causes of thermostability, we have been able to define structural features which 
distinguish proteins from the hyperthermophile T. maritima from their homologs in 
mesophiles with strong statistical significance. Although these features result from 
statistical computations, not direct experimentation, they are based on high quality 
structures, and we believe the conclusions to be relatively robust. These results were 
made possible in large part by the recent progress of structural genomics (e.g. 14). 
 The features which distinguish proteins between T. maritima and mesophiles 
concern two broad types of properties: T. maritima proteins are on average more 
compact, and they have on average more electrostatic interactions. The high number of 
salt bridges in proteins from thermophiles, which is the most significant feature in our 
comparison, may also be the one feature of thermostable proteins which has been 
consistently noticed in various studies 2; 8; 18; 19; 41. Thus, in a comparison of 13 genomes, 
more salt bridges were found in predicted protein sequences from thermophiles, 
especially inside predicted helices 10. A similar result was found using PDB structures to 
model 125 large families of homologous proteins from 30 genomes 11. More electrostatic 
interactions in proteins from thermophiles were also found in several comparisons of 
homologous experimental structures 8; 9; 13; 28. While most studies focus on salt bridges, 
Chakravarty and Varadarajan 11 also found more cation–π interactions. Our results 
suggest that they may play a role, but much smaller than salt bridges. Both cation–π and 
salt bridges are electrostatic interactions that are stabilizing at high temperatures, even in 
those proteins for which such bridges may be destabilizing at room temperature due to 
changes in dielectric response 42. Halogen–π interactions may also be important in 
proteins 43, but the extant data are too limited to test the significance of this effect in the 
stability of thermophilic proteins. A very recent study has highlighted the role of disulfide 
bonds 12. The methodology used here did not allow us to confirm or infirm this 
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observation (not shown), but we note that T. maritima is predicted to have fewer disulfide 
bonds than most other hyperthermophiles in Figure 2 of Beeby et al 12. 
 In parallel with the strong difference in electrostatic interactions for structures, the 
most discriminating factor between sequences from mesophiles and thermophiles is a 
bias in polar amino acids of the proteins, the "Charged vs. Polar (CvP) bias" 6; 7. The 
correlation we find between the increase in electrostatic interactions and in CvP bias is 
consistent with the suggested structural role of this difference in composition 7. Yet the 
correlation only explains 7% of the variance. A simple explanation is that the position of 
amino acid changes in the structure is more important than a global increase in charged 
residues. In a similar manner, the loss of sites in disorganized regions of the structure 
accounts for less than 5% of the variance in accessible surface area; such loss does not 
seem as important as previously thought 44. We also reported previously the absence of 
correlation between disorganized regions and increased contact order 31. Network analysis 
on the other hand allows us to pin down which sites contribute most significantly to the 
increased compactness of T. maritima proteins (Figure 3): those which are already 
strongly connected. So compactness may come less from "tightening the loops", which 
would show in a large contribution from the loss of disorganized regions, and increased 
connectivity of the less connected residues, but more from an even better connectivity in 
those protein regions which already have a tendency to compactness. This suggests that it 
may be less disruptive to increase compactness in regions whose functional role is 
already consistent with high compactness, while conserving the properties of low 
connectivity regions, which may play functional roles such as protein flexibility. 
 We have reported recently that increased compactness was detected by higher 
contact order in proteins from T. maritima, compared to mesophiles 31. We also observe a 
very significant difference in relative accessible surface area, which is consistent with 
some previous studies 11, but in contradiction to others 9. Of note, Berezovsky et al. 29 
found more compact proteins in Pyrococcus but not T. maritima, in contrast with our 
observations. An interesting observation is that the way proteins become more compact 
differs according to the evolution of quaternary structure. For the half of the proteins 
studied which have the same quaternary structure in the species compared, solvent 
accessibility does not change significantly, while higher compactness is achieved all the 
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same, as shown by higher contact order and connectivity. These proteins also tend to 
have the strongest increase in electrostatic interactions. In the other half of the proteins, 
changes in quaternary structure are coupled with a decrease in solvent accessibility, 
which is correlated to other measures of compactness, notably higher contact order. This 
can be achieved both through lower-order or higher-order complexes; in contradiction 
with some previous reports 17, we did not find any specific trend for higher-order 
oligomers in T. maritima. It is possible, of course, that such a trend exists in some other 
thermophilic species, although it was also not found in a study including a mix of various 
species of bacteria and of archea 9. We suggest that modifications in quaternary structure 
are favored when they result in a decrease in relative solvent accessibility. It is possible 
that the change in quaternary structure allows an increase in hydrophobic interactions 
despite their lower efficiency at high temperature.  
 A recent success of protein engineering has been the thermostabilization of yeast 
cytosine deaminase 27. This is a specifically interesting example because experimental 
structures of the wild type and the mutants are available, and because enzymatic function 
was maintained. Consistent with the observation of 70 Å2 more buried surface area 27, 
solvent accessibility is lower in the engineered protein. But we also observe a regular 
increase of contact order, of connectivity, and of clustering coefficient, from the wild 
type to the most stable triple mutant, with intermediate values in the double mutant of 
intermediate thermostability. Thus, protein compactness appears quite relevant to the 
engineering of more thermostable proteins, as also shown by the artificial peptide 
BBAT1 31; 45. 
 Different strategies to achieve thermostability could be expected among different 
proteins, since they have different constraints related to structure and function. Indeed, 
this observation has already been made multiple times 2; 8; 12; 19; 29; 40; 41; 46; 47. Our results 
confirm this diversity, with two major properties of protein structure that vary 
independently from each other. Different strategies to achieve thermostability are also 
found between different organisms for the same protein family. Variation of each feature 
in other thermophilic species is not correlated to the variation in T. maritima. And for the 
few proteins with structures solved in at least three thermophiles, including T. maritima, 
and a mesophile, different variation of the features studied is found in different species. 
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This may pose a problem for studies that average over different thermophilic species in 
each protein family 11, since different strategies may compensate each other in the 
calculation. 
 Structural genomics of T. maritima provides a powerful tool to investigate the 
structural basis of protein thermostability. We have identified factors that are directly 
related to thermophily, since they do not vary among thermophiles but do vary between 
thermophilic and mesophilic bacteria. Moreover, the same type of variation is observed 
among orthologs and close paralogs. We believe this study provides a clear test of 
different structural features that have been proposed to correlate with thermophily. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Sequence analysis 
All sequences corresponding to protein structures were recovered from the PDB 48 on 14 
June 2005. The subset of entries from Thermotoga maritima was compared by BlastP to 
all other sequences. For each T. maritima entry that had at least one hit with E-value 
under e-4, aligned homologous proteins from completely sequenced genomes were 
recovered from Hogenom at PBIL 15; 49. These alignments were edited to add sequences of 
homologous PDB entries that are absent from Hogenom (typically from organisms whose 
genome is not sequenced) and to merge protein families that were classified separately in 
Hogenom, but were homologous according to the results of Blast on the PDB. 
 For each alignment, a phylogenetic tree was built by PhyML 50, with the JTT 
model and a gamma distribution between sites (parameter alpha estimated by PhyML 
with 8 categories). These trees were used to assess homology relations between PDB 
entries: orthology, paralogy, or xenology (horizontal transfer). Five cases of suspected 
horizontal transfer were excluded from the final dataset. For 10 cases where more than 
one T. maritima paralog from the same family was available, only one was used. 
 The dataset used includes 94 chains from T. maritima proteins of known tertiary 
structure, of which 62 have a mesophilic bacterial ortholog of known structure and 32 
have a mesophilic bacterial close paralog of known structure. 
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Classical structure analysis 
Structures were recovered from the PDB 48, and single chains were extracted. For homo-
oligomers, only chain A was used in calculations. For hetero-oligomers, chains were 
treated separately according to their homology relations as established by phylogenetic 
analysis. Structures that cover different portions of homologous proteins were not used 
for comparisons. For example, the available structure for the T. maritima chemotaxis 
protein (1b3q) only covers the C-terminal of the protein, while the available structure 
from the Salmonella typhimurium chemotaxis protein (1i5n) only covers the N-terminal 
of the protein. When there were several mesophilic bacterial structures orthologous to a 
same T. maritima structure, the one with the lowest RMSD to T. maritima was used. The 
same was done for paralogous structures. 
 For each chain analyzed, the following features were computed, excluding all 
HET atoms (e.g., water, cofactors): 
• the length of the protein sequence reported by Swissprot-TrEMBL 51. 
• the ratio accessible surface area/sphere surface, with the sphere surface calculated 
as the surface of a sphere of the same volume as the protein, as in Kumar et al. 9. 
Accessible surface area calculated by the program calc-surface 52, with a probe 
size of 1.4 Å, and the volume calculated by Voronoi approximation by the 
program calc-volume 53. 
• salt bridges, calculated by the program WHATIF in its WWW implementation 54; 
only bridges involving no HIS atom, between atoms less than 4 Å apart 55, were 
counted. For some structures, “bridges” with a distance of zero Å are reported; 
they were considered to be artifacts, and were not counted. 
• energetically significant cation–π interactions, calculated by the program 
CaPTURE 56. 
• hydrogen bonds, calculated by the program DSSP 57, adding all types of hydrogen 
bonds reported. 
• proportions of residues in alpha helices, beta strands, or disorganized regions. 
Secondary structure attribution of residues was calculated by the program DSSP 
57, following the classification of Chakravarty et al. 11. 
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• quaternary structure, predicted by PQS 58; there is no prediction for structures 
solved by NMR. 
• potential energy 21, calculated by the program PSQS (available at 
http://www1.jcsg.org/psqs/psqs.cgi). 
• relative contact order, calculated by the program contactOrder.pl (http:// 
http://depts.washington.edu/bakerpg/contact_order/), which implements the 
definition of Plaxco et al. 32: any non water atoms separated by less than 6 Å are 
considered "in contact". 
Features were compared between homologous chains by a paired t-test. Divergence 
between homologous chains was measured by RMSD, calculated by FATCAT 59 without 
flexibility. 
 
Network structure analysis 
The 3D protein structures were translated into a network structure according to the 
following rules: (a) each residue corresponds to a node; (b) two nodes are linked if the 
two residues have any two atoms closer than 4.5 Å. These links are non-directed. Amino 
acids closer than 3 positions in the protein sequence are not considered linked in order to 
avoid trivial information. General properties of networks can then be calculated and the 
difference between each pair of proteins analyzed. This approach is similar to Greene and 
Highman 33, but in their analysis a cut-off value of 5 Å is used, links are weighted by the 
number of close atoms between each pair of amino acids, and use two different 
interactions: short-range (<10 positions apart in sequence) and long-range (≥10 
positions). Weighting the interactions makes networks more dependent on the value of 
the cutoff. Our approach, which depends on less user-defined parameters, may provide a 
closer look at the differences between thermophilic and mesophilic proteins. The cut-off 
value of 4.5 Å is small enough to ensure capturing the small differences between 
thermophilic and mesophilic protein structures and large enough to obtain significant 
results with a sufficiently connected network. The number of all types of subgraphs of 3 
or 4 nodes were computed using the program MFINDER 60, that has already been used to 
analyze various biologically relevant networks. 
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Figure 1: Correlations between variations in structural features 
All correlations among differences between values for proteins from T. maritima and 
their homologs from mesophiles. 
(A) Correlation between difference in salt bridge density and in CvP bias. 
(B) Correlation between difference in salt bridge density and in cation-π interaction 
density. 
(C) Correlation between difference in connectivity (k) and in relative solvent accessible 
surface area (rel. ASA). 
(D) Correlation between difference in relative contact order (CO) and in relative solvent 
accessible surface area (rel. ASA). In red, significant correlation for proteins with the 
same quaternary structure in both species (N = 43). In blue, non significant correlation for 
proteins with different quaternary structures in the two species (N = 43). For 8 pairs one 
or the other structure was solved by NMR, preventing the prediction of quaternary 
structure by PQS 58. 
Figure 2: HAM1 protein homolog, an example of higher connectivity in T. maritima 
In red, T. maritima; in blue, the ortholog from E. coli. Left, the structure of chain A of 
each structure (1vp2 is a tetramer, 1k7k is a dimer). Right, the same structures translated 
into networks; spheres correspond to residues from the chains, ordered according to the 
sequence, which are the nodes of the network; lines correspond to the links of the 
network. The structures were represented using PyMol 61; networks were represented 
using Agna 2.1.1 (http://www.geocities.com/imbenta/agna/). 
Figure 3: Distribution of connectivity values 
Distributions of connectivity values for all residues of all proteins compared. Red curve: 
residues from T. maritima proteins; blue curve: residues from mesophilic proteins. Y 
axis: number of connections for each value of k (k connections times N(k) residues), 
normalized by the total number of residues (N). 
 
